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May 5, 1992

1CAN059201

U. S. Nuclear Regulat ory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station F1-137
Wa shingt on, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-5
Licensea Event Report 50-313/92-001-00

Gentlemen:

In accordauce with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v), enclosed is the subject report.
concerning circuit br( aker coordination wit hin the DC Power Syst em.

Very truly yours,

h4( ms

[/ Director,Jat.es i. Fisicaru
Licensing

JJF/EKH/mmg
Enclosure
cet Regional Administrator

Regir ~V

U. icicar Regulatory Cor:vnission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064

m o Records Center
. .e 3500

1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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_On April 8, 1992 while reviewing the design of the Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 DC
Pownr Systen, a deficiency with circuit breaker coordination between the main load

_

center circ 9it breakers and the brc nch circuit breakers located in the associated
distribution panels was discovared. The load center circuit breakers may not have
selectively coordinated with the branch circuit breakers located on the referenced
panels. For high current fau:lts greater than 2000 amps on the branch circuits, the.
load center circuit breaker could have tripped and temporarily deenergized thee.

entire panel until the main feeder breaker could be reset. In addition, if
non-safety related circuits from opposite train panels were in close proximity, a

^

single. event could have potentially rendered both the red and green train DC
components temporarily inope. cable. The root-cause of this condition was determined
to_be. inadequacies in_the original design. The load center circuit breakers
supplying the distribution panels were. replaced with fuses which coordinate with the
_ branch circuit breakers correctly.
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A. Plant Status .

-At the time this condition was identified, Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1-(ANO-1)
was in. cold shutdown conditions with Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB)
temperature at_85 degrees and pressure O psig. Refueling outage IR10 was in
progress.

B. Event Description

On April _8, 1992 while reviewing the design of the ANO-1 DC Power Systems [EJ)
in preparation for an Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection,
Design Engineering norsonnel discovered a deficiency with circuit breaker -
coordination between the main load centur circuit breakers and the branch

~

circuit breakers located in the associated distribution paneln. It was possibic
that the load-center circuit breakers could have tripped prior to the branch
circuit breakers in the event _of a high current fault in excess of 2000-amps
thus causing an entire distributi panel to become_ temporarily doenergized,

,

The 125 VDC Power System is designed to provide continuous power for 6.9 kV
switchgear control, 4.16 kV switchgear cc, trol, 480 VAC load conter control,

-Reactor Control (Control Rod Drive) [AA), Reactor Instrumentation and Protection
System [JC], Engineered Safeguards System [JE], Invertars (120 V Vital AC System
.[ED]), and other equipment necessary for normal unit operation and emergency

L shutdown. Two independent, physically and electrically separated 125 volt
batteries provide DC power to the 125 VDC load centers (D01 and D02) which-
supply distribution panels Dil, RAl, D21, and RA2. Panels Dll-and D21 provide
DC power for 6.9 kV and 4.16 kV switchgears, 480 VAC-load contors, majn control
board panels,_and miscellaneous general purpose local contro1' panels.- Panels
RAl=and RA2 supply DC power for equipment associated with the Engineered
Safeguards _ System as well-as non-safety related equipment.

The load conter circuit bronkers which supplied:the: distribution panels had
thermal magnetic trip elements. 'The magnatic-(instantaneous) trip
characteristic of these elements might not'have selectively coordinated with the

= magnetic' trip elements on the branch circuit breakers located on the referenced-
panels. . Specifically., for high current faults greater than.2000 amps.on the
-branch circuits, the load center breaker could- have t. ripped and deenergized the
entireLpanel. Many of the branch circuitsLon these panels are not safety-

L _related;.therefore, several safety related loads could have been temporarily
.

'deenergized (until the main feeder breaker could be reset) from a f:. alt that
: occurred on a non-safety related circuit.__ In addition, if non-safety related-

-circuits from opposite train panels were in close proximity and within the
critical distance from the circuit breakers, a single event- (e.g. , a liigh Enorgy| _.

_ Line' Break) could have potentially rendered both the red and green train DC|
_

components temporaril) tnoperable, llowever, In order for this to bn of concern,
a high currer.t fault would have had to occur less than approximately 60 feet
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from a branch circuit breaker since the resistance of the conductor would have
reduced-the fault current to less than 2000 amps. Since a Design Change was
developed and impicmented co resolve this issue prior to plant startup, reviews
and~ evaluations were not conducted to determine i f t he common maic failure >

mechanism actually_ existed.

- C. Root Cause

The root cause of this condition was determined to be inadequecies in the.

original design._ The original design placed thermal magnetic circuit breakers
in both the load center and the downstream panels. The design did not provide
proper coordination between the circuit breakers. This allowed the potenttal <

for common modo failures. In addition, the calculation which analyzed the
coordination between the load center and the panel circuit breakers did not
address' the fact that non-selectivity existed for faults in excess of 2000 amps
on the br.snch circuits.

-D. Corrective Actions
i

The D01 and D02 circuit breakers - lying panels Dil, D21, RAl, and RA2 were
replaced with' fuses which coordin, 'th both the upstream battery fuses and
the downstream panel circuit breakt A fault on the branch circuit will now t

trip the branch circuit breaker prios blowing the fuse at D01 or D02.
,

E. -Safety _ Significance

The possibility of the postulated event having occurred is reduced by the fact
that the circuit bteakers were only miscoordinated for high current faults over
2000 amps. Additioaally, the current would have been reduced to less than 2000
amps-for faults greater than 60 feet from the branch circuit breakers-for the
-largest conductor size f or Dil, D21,- or RA2.non-safety related branch circuits
(20 feet for panel RAI circuitst due to the resistance of the conductor. These
distances are conservative since the calculated fault current does not take into
account the resistance of the load conter circuit breaker, the battery fuse:and
disconnect switch, and cable terminations. Also the main feeder breaker could
have been manually reset in the event the entire distribution panel was
deenergized thus.-restoring power to-the p_anel. This condition is considered to
have been of minimal safety significance.

,

F. Basis-lor Reportability

-This condition is_ considered reportable pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v) since a
single evnnt could potentially have rendered both the red and green train DC

p ' components temporarily inoperable.
.
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G. Additional Information

-There have been no prevfous similar events reported as Licensee Event Reports by
ANO. LER 50-313/91-007-00 dealt with fuse / circuit breaker coordinatiot;
however, the. root cause for this LER was design inadequacies related to the
Design Change Packages (DCPs) which documented replacement of the emergency
batteries for AND-1 1nd AND-2. The calculations associated with these 1) cps-

noted the miscoordination of the fuses and the circuit breakers but used
qualitative arguments based on conservatisms used in the calculations to deem
the coordination acceptable. Therefore, since the-root causes of these two LERs

are not the same this is not considered a similar event.

Energy Industry Identification Syst.em (EIIS) ccxles are identified in the text _as

[xx1
,
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